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LIFE'SPA4 DEVELOPMENT OIF THE THEORY OF ONESELF*

Orville G. Brim, Jr.
Foundation for 'Child Development'

I. The Sense of Self Viewed as Theory About Oneself

I have reviewed much of the theory and research devoted:to that
aspect of personality called the self-image on the sense,of-self,
and I now have developeil a certain perspective'on\the nature of
the self which r present in briefest outline here'to set the stage
for consideration of lifespan.developmfntal changes.-

I- must say that in my judgment there has not been 'an .important
nett idea in, this domain since the turn of the century --- Wien we
had some of the first new ideas, in their own time, about the self
since "Descartes. In Europe, Freud was producing his classics in
1900, 1901, add 1905, and in the United States there was that
famous quintet, of 'James, Baldwin, Dewey,- Cooley,. and Mead,. We
have since seen the production orthousends of studies and essays
on the self in the pat seventy -fiV& years, 'and these exist much
like a lot of loose-bricks lying around the brick yard, waiting
to;be used by the architect and builder.

The qubstion that would seem to stop scholars is whether, dfter
three thousand years of inquiry, it.is still worthwhile to keep 1
looking for new personality'concepts or even new perspectives with
reference to the hulanself'iMage. Still, more'or less out of
nowhere around 1900 came the concepts of the looking-glass self,
the rules.of.the game, the role specificity of 'the self concept,
the generalized other, and, of course, repression and the mechanisms
of defense all examples that can spur the modern scholar on
in the search for great new unrecognized principles.

The only reality --- to begin my exposition - -- that one can
.

,tver know ,is the self in contact with reality. We can see how
human theories of reality consist of:

. . -
0

- relating events in nature to.each other
- relating other persons to nature

relating other people to each other
- relating self to nature
- relating self to other people

relating one's self parts to each other, e.g.
the body and mind

Certainly this is not mysterious. What men learn during life
are axioms, concepts and hypotheses about themselves in relation to
the world around them. We can think of the sense of self as a
personal epistemology, similar to theories'in science in its compo-
nents and'itt operations, but dealing only,with a specific person.
The important thing to remember is that it is a self theory, and .

that'the phrase "self concept" has stood in the way of further progress
along this-particular path. What we should say, more.strictly,'

*Invited address to the Internatiotial Society forthe Study of
Behavioural. Development Biennial Conference, University of Surrey,
Guildford, Surrey, July 1975.
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is that the serf Js a body of theory, and.tha it is a segment of
s human's whole theory 6f himself and the world around him. Our
schola.ly efforts might be described as dev.elopIng a "theory of
the self theory.

2.

Some years ago ,when I',was working with self estimates of
intelligence in .executi'veS,4and in college and high-School student's"--
asking -them how they thought they compared in intelligence with
certain Significant others --- I was exploring a certain component
of self theory refertring to ,c)ne's capacities.(1) And, a year or ,go
ago, in analiiing the meantng'of an 1.ndiyidual's sense of personal,
control-over life it became clearthai I was.dealing with an idio-
syncratic perspnal. theory of causality invdlving the person as
the actor and the world outsid)e as the object.(2) As I Said then,
the sense of personal control is in. fact a system of belief --- I
would now call:it.a theory about oneself in relation to environment
a concern with causality, with whether outcomes are a'conssquence-
of one',,S own behavior, or tend to Occur independently of one's own
behavior. Consider these items used frequently in well-known
inventories .of the personality_dimension_of_Internal versus exteinal
control:

"Everytime I try to get ahead something or somebody
stops me.",

"My existence is completely under the controlof destAny."

"Whal happens to me is my own doing.'"
.

"When I make plans, I am almost certain that I can make
them work."

fl
Responses to these items are not considered indicators of

motives, or attitudes, or'goals, or values, but of beliefs. The
desire for-mastery and control is differe9t from the belief one is
in control in the same way that the desire for love and recognition
differs from the feeling of being' loved.

As I began to work through some theoretical problems from this
new perspective, I also checked more widely on the published work
available to me to see' who else might have been developing along the
same line. o I found very little; Alfred Altschuler and his colleagues
from the,Uniyersiy of Massachusetts have some working papers on
self-knowledge development --- but the most comPlete statement I found
is a paper by Seymour Epstein (3), dealing with self-concept as a
theory'about oneey.

I want to comment on a few aspects of this special perspective
on the,self. First, the most complete use of the general concept
9f the "sense oC self" must include the _experience of primary affect,.
not mediated by symbols or concepts --- something like a lizard
lying on a flat rock in t'he sun. But that porticn of the sense of
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self which is theory'requfres some symbolism; requires statements
in the fOrm of propositions. It will be difficult to set preCise
boundaries for these primary affect and symbolized theory' components
of the ,sense of self, for as .we know, it is almost impossible to aeliminate the ubiquitous influence of society in labeling all of
otir experiences from birth on, e.g., the child utterly engrossed
in'eating his first. ice cream cone, and the mother saying, "Bite it,
don't lick it."

,

Second, not only is there nothing incompatible Witt this forthu-
lation and the fundamental'principles of human learning, but the
acquisition of concepts and propositions relating oneself to the
world is the major substance of lifetimelearning. However, calling
it a self theory differs- from being only "just what is-learned-,"
in that viewing this body of learning as a body of 'theory means we
can analyze, it in terms of what ire know about the nature of scientific
theorie's; can examine g,it for axioms, concepts, principles, and
4ypotheses, and can develop and use a system-atic language to describe
his vast portion of the-person's learning..

,

Tbird,'I mention' methodis of 'research only to alloy,. me to
remark, that the ethnOmethodologists, in sociology, have developed
systethati6 procedures of observation and interview designed to keep
`themselves out of the data and keep the personrin.: Froceeding
from the view of.huMan behavior that eath,individual hasThis own
idiosyncratic Meaning band purpose for his'behavior (in our terms,
his own theory of what he is about) which is lost becaUse of a priori
concepts, on the part of the data gatherer, the objective is to find
and descriibe this uniquenega in each actor.

;Fourth, I npte simply that primary affect and learned motives
are the energizers, are the mainsprings of the action of the
organism; and I am working with a very simple set, at a fairly
general level.

Fifth, the "content" of a erson's self .theory can be analyzed
many ways. One might classify self-theory contene'by.Jnstitutional

area, relating to marriage, to work, to religion, and the like.
As one might classify beliefs and proposition'With reference to
fundamenta4 motives, such as those centered aroundAhe concern ihiput
being liked and approved, or around the exploration and control
over,one's life and environment. Still another, an ancirt classi-
ficatory system, to. We sure,-.would categorize .,components of the
theory about one's self according to whether they deal with the body
or the mind orb-the persOnality; e.g.,'One's body can do X or one's .

intellectual 'capacities el?able him to solve' problem Y.; while' one's
petsonal style Permits him to manage social Situation Z. .

Another approach to content, and more subtle theoretically, are
based on the relationships between a` erson and other people, but
alSo possible objects in nature and these give rise to two'major.
kinds of self theory propositions. '-

1
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"The first 'is the 'they -me' relationship,. in JAhich the .

person is,thejobject .of., another's, actions, expectations
or attitudes, such as Te doesn't want me to do thati'
'Shea approves of what r have just don,' '.,My brother .

always, got along Well with me.' The second is`the
type,where theobject'is some Other 'person. Here we find
.statements-or'observations of this kind: 'I do not -think
they are,fair,' 'I demand that he- do, that;' 'I will be ahgrS,
if he fails to live up to his promise,' and so on.

two other possible relationships come to. mind. One;.,of

these is the 'they - them', type,; where others Are both-
the subject and the object. Thid is not consti'tut'ive
Of the self-theory sYstem,since it

4

invOl4es interaction
in which the person is neither subject nor object. e

a

4..

It is the'other'logical possibility, where the person
himself is both th&snbject 'and the,object, that eaptures
the imagination. What. of the ,genera class of redation-2
ships Of=the tI=mel type? Exampiesiare: 'I,A'am content
with myself;' 'I expect thgt I will beahle to do this,'
!I should not demand so much of myselfe.'" (4)

s, Sixth: any theory, tormally,defined, has 'pNoperties other
than just its content- What about the formal properties,of a
person's seaf theories? 'My mentioninejust,a few of 'these,ii.hows
how familiar aspects'of the "self" component Of per4inality are,
,now, approachable on n'ew terms.

Thus, we can examine self theories in terms of their ,validity;
their internal consistency; their openness to changgA And since
_

strifesman to foresee'his future, the time okientationcharacteriz-
-ing his self theory --- the extent to which the components of the
self theory- are conscious' r not also has-a parallel in'scientific
theory g4nerallST." Surely,.viewing-the self as a theory elevates
our interest 'in what'Wrewster Smith calls the'"human gi;t of self .0,

.

awareness," in contrast to Jung's "iceberg theory"Of the self --,-,,:

that the essential self lies ()vesicle awareness., Still, .my view is
straightforward, namely, that man,hplds a variety of beliefs add

...theories ''bout himbelf, some of, which he is conscious of, some of
which,he is not; some of which err deeply repressed,, some not . .

salient enough to comebeyond the subconscious, and others.beivg
the object of complete awareness. All of these are components of

,
.the theOry, but only pait is "in conscious awareness. Lt takes only
a brief'stretch of imagination to 'see ihat'rn scientiffc theory .

generally, digging out. the hidden assumptions, the unrecognized..
, axioms and premises, the implicit -and,unqnrfacgd ke prousitiOns,
is a,ri ifntegral paft of the growth and development" of sCience, as
'it-is\Por individual human being': A

r"

0 .
.
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_ II. 'Culture and Socialization

5.

'Self theary,.like'otherf knowledge, is dePenaent,, on the
2 thpories in culture aboOt.huian'nature'an4 about.iehe'ec4at,
-.biPlogical, and physical world:. To'put, rt succinbtly, man is .

-dependent for his theories, about himself on what is available in
his .cillture. ,Rie.culture provides .the answers. Only to the .

smallest egre does he generate new' .knowledge froM his own
-actions;_ For instanCe, a man'e.tlieorrsofbddily.lunctioning, of
whetkei 'he is sick or well, and what to. do about either state, are

A. . dependant on the theoriee ofheaLth and aging which existAn his
culture. And our cultutemay do uewrOng. At any given time the
theories.availahle to a:pereon @re likelyto.hoid much that is
false just as early medicine, and medicine.todey, mislead many
people about the relationship f h r actions to thei,r own health.

. And, perhaps -more to Our interest here,'mote,..the.stillyidepread-
.scientitic-thebry that intellect 1 functions uniformly decline

, t through.,the'-lifespanafter. phYsiLal:maturity is `reached, thas_-mis-
,-gui..ding a person's theory abnutwhat,%,Rhe.or he. might he able to
achieve in middle and later -life. °!'

.

.

,
The culture'not only' pydvides the interpretation of the

individual event,. provides the accumuIated'theory.into which his
own theory about himselff-mmst fit-, ft also does more.. For one,

ref .

thing, the language available.to'one expands'or fimits the concepts'
available for his _own.thinkinl. Language -is .elaborated- .

aspects of experience which are most salient - -- forwhatefier
.

historical evolutionary' reasons ----to,that cultttre. Thus fge
know onlydist,antly about the Eskimos'' terms for .seventeen different
-kinds of Onow-and. what they should 'do about them; or -toe Tibetans'
hundred-and twenty t-erme- for different. states of being --,:ye concepts.
not available to those of us raised. in this segmentof the western
world. .

...

Koreover, studies In the s ociology of knowledge show how the
.,unequal distribution of amount and quality of knowledge in society,,,

d. to various* privileged and less' privileged soci0.'groups, must
-Produce.group differences in iheories of la-in relation to others

.10L

and to the uni1verse. Youkare privileged by idemce of-being here;
Wale 99 percent of man does not ,have the .concept of, eay, .

repression,, in their ,self theory --- in the r arsenal' of thought.
.

/'

And, of course, th'eculture tells eachpersod not on'y what
he should ttinAc..about himself, but tells each of as what the,othet

- person's self theory should be! Thus Men:acquite a theory of what
a woman's self theory= Should be, of1what'is the right vita. for her
to hold --- as 'we cleatly,see -1.m., reports'atout.male psych9/therapists
dealing with feMale patientsl And so, if we have girlso4ho think
they are boys, eheir.theories about who/they are and what they can,
do are' soon under corIectime reform. 4

. .. fi. .

1

Asthe anthropologist Ralph Linton wauld have said: Each,
person will have seme_$elieft. abou_hiMself that are unique; some
that are similar to what others in his social groups believe about

4 4
00007 4
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themselves, and some beliefs that are shared with all members o f
the Culture:

3 ,
/ .III. The Child's. Developing Theory of, Self

0 '4

, .

Developmental psychology is the great power base'of human
.devel pment research, but when with so much,rnterest I turded ta
the c ild development research litevature to read ahttut the

' oti ns and early developmen.t.;f the little child's'theories o
hidpelf in%relaeion to the world I found, alas, v-irtually nothing. .

(The work of Michael Leviis and his:associates is a notable -'
-exception.) ,In a recent unpublished paper, MatyLarson'reparts ..
her classification'of articles in three American journals: 7.
Developmental Psychology', Journal of 10eneti°6 Psychology.; and' the
child' Development Abstraces for the:three years, 12Y274974.,.;
Only 18.siudies'outof nearly 1,000 in theseleading.Am'ericgn- ',

journals were'cancerned with theJchid's develdping_selr. a i

.
)

' I note that there are special areas of study in- socialization
# "and peirsonality developmRnt in children ,dealing with aspects-of
theories of 11,9w- the worfd might work.. I include June'Tapp's'Work

,

on how and what children learn about the legal.system; some emerging
work on.s4cialization (e-,,g. Fred Greenstein and Kent J ruling's in

theU.S..); studigs of moral devslopment, which I reiAt pretias
sdccessively sophisticated self theories in, certain ki of .

social _.situations; andi of rcourse, Piaget, on daveloopi teories of
the physical world. ..

'

But,-we have nothihg comparable' in research on' development of
the sociological apd psycivological components of the child's6.self
theories. What are little chaldrens developing .therarfes of causal'
reality about the social-woi.ld and their Qwn :emerging ,roles in it;

% their developing theorisabout haw the ' social Sy gem works; the .

.preschool and first-grade child's evolving, minute views of the
school, of the classroom, (If the peer group, as w-ell as of what they
can do about'it. What, indeed, are these miniature theoriesof
behavior and halvdo they develop and' change overtime.

.

. . . aQ (
. ' ° I think that the_ of develoimental 'Mythologists to .*

,

take this perspective'on the child's emerging personality is part of
-a general failure to connect child.ev'elopmen't research to matters-
of greatest interest in adult'penSbnality. ,I ,believe his_failure has
several causes. First,- most-of child developmentstudy proceeds
an the assumption that-the-re is no change in *personality after
childhood, and that there is some "mythicpi plateau q.f.adulthdod"
to which child.development can predict-, 'Secondly, the developing

. attributes of the child that have been mbststudied are, in the:.
n main., near complexion by age twelve. Third', the consumers of child

development information haven been the schools and families -

and prediction has been to tasks in.these'instktutions, notto latet
life tasks. Fourth, we have beenoverlYinfluenced by the infantile
determinists. Such determinism mkgabe the case4in.extreme

problems,person disorders, such as severe Oedipal ,but not-be
, -
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. ,
,the` case generally. We.kdow there is ample evidence for adult .-
:...pevanallty change and;-elso that, the prediction 'frdm childhood

. to adulthood is very poor. eIn'fact, the correlation betiTeen
secondary. school and college performance (106t acAdemic-and non-

.

academic) and later happiness.and general adlustment in-wtork4.k .familY, and
(
cOmmunity, is virtually.zero.: -

. 1 . , .

a
.

In
..

musing dyer this matter and the implication for child
development, 1, see the challenge of: What indeed does child. ..

.4.evelopment research today have to ?ffei to the study of.adult
personality? I think.we no longer simply can assume ,its relev.ance.

0
. .

..+4

On,e;of,thetwo roads that might,be taken is to accept the
fact.thettgere is-4-tip connect-ion. ,This,openy up ,otter. linen' of
justification for studying children. Ode can study the child tolpredict well' being *anii performance latti, on in the school and
,family systems.: Secondly one 'Can state that thechild is of
value in its owniig,ht, rather. than as father -of the man,.° The
.child, is to lie loved and supported foryhat he is,'..znow, not for what

0

he can become." The age of childhoOd.must,be.viewed is category "0

of equalsmerit with other segments. in the lifespan, not an 'the ,

besis'of,promise. 'Do we ask the elderly-what they promise, ups din
the futurd2- -I

.

.
, 6

6
/

7 ' The second road ---. and my preference, since I do not want
child develoriment-to be left behind.as ye;move forward in our under-

_ .
sianding"of humdn behayior in the °last quarter of this ,century ---
is.to,say that it_ is people, not an age, that interests us, and that

:, we to study new, characteristics NThich 'capture the //..
. . .,--

essence of the-social,bdidg of man and which Shoxi.canfinulty.from
0

childhooa to adulthood. 'I_ believe that comOonents -of the person's
self theory are just suchhuman Chara'cteristics deserving ofstudy,
in, later life. ., -' A.. ... \

. '.

IV. Personality Change Adulthood. a

.. "

There are,hundreds.o.f.investigatiqns,which.s4stAtiate '
.

.

personality change in ,adUlthobd, in reactions:fa Situations, in I

attituides in reference-groupsYtnself-despriptive items', in" sources.
of gratificetion, .in dyadic relationships,, in, objective descriptions
by friends, and.on psychological tests%; The data .come from dPejf.
reports, tbagitudnal studies,-observatio nal material, indkv idlual

t.

k.

protocols personal .descriptions 'attesting tp the fact that
"everybody A working on something." 'Change,:not continuity,,seems.
the naturel state of the organism', *

.

.
. ,,

This work,- however,'says really very, little about what kinds U
personality'-change may occur`; and .adult personality: theory is in'
bad shape on, this score. Indeed, it isitstretching,./the facts only
`a bit to,say that "almost every hyppthesis about what-changes
in adult personality has been both conflrined and.ddis.pnfirmed by
one or another study." But j am struck by the poor q ity of most

100,,h.
,
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of this research Willie child.develo

(P

tmen research pis,. with gAeaescientific sophistication, missing M ny orthe flipbrtant questkons:,
adult persOnality cliange researteh has the right-queetions but weak 2
methods. ..\

. '.
. ,.

. . g'0', .

P' By thisremark I do not mean to belitt le the impOrtant and.
valuable work in some of the better known lowifu'dinaf studies such',
as the 'Berkeley Growth ,Study at the University af. talifornia.'.
As most know, repe#ted measures'frnm,,chtldhoOd''to preseet adulthood

.. have delineated the rise and-fall of erehin aspedts of..personality,
and recently specific characteristics are being tracked through ,p
the years,of the study. But the value -of this work, as we also.knollim
is limited by the.ch4racteristics of the sutiject populations, it.
is small in size, and unrepresentative .c)fthellarget society.

c7

. .),

' I have the impression thdt the life span. development .perspective
is more among non,-United States scholr,:and that having ..

'gotten searted a bit-later' on longitudinal studi they have' benefited
from our mistakes by shifting t9 larger n

sumbersof..respondent, more
, .

representative in nature, and better techniques for mai*taining .0

. . , . ,contact through.the life of the survey. ,pi the United States low, ,
.,.

there are many Important new longitudinal studies (e.g. the work
of Warner Schaie.and assoc ates) which either just are or soon will

- be coming on. stream. This econd generatidn of,lifespan-)develop-'
ment studies in the United Sates avoid in substential.paft the
defects, of the pioneer studies. \

1

.... " ... .

.

." With referenCesto crosi-secti-onal studies --- that ls,,riational
-Surveys of adultS --- and' their contributions, the probfems of ',
disentangling hfstorical or "age-cohort" effects f.r6m chrOnolsoiical
.age.effacts are well known and for the most- part insolvable, with,- resultresult that.they give little insight krito"fife span devlopment.,
Moreover', A recent canvas of.cdata wdllable.in .the archives of .

the major 'survey center in the'Untled States shows that there is
little information at hand that we ordinarily think of as being in

.- phe domain of "personality; in -contrast,-day, to data on "consumer
preferences" Or "voting behavior".1h-nationaL elections..

0

e.r

. ,
V. SAme ,Illustrdrtions-of Possible Sysfematic Changes in Theories,

i ' of'Oneself ThfOugh the Life Sitars
. .

thatYou see -by now, that I believe,,e,. ere is -very little in the
,

literature of ,the behavioral "sciences which traces the -life course,
, ' from cradle to grave, of specific component's in one's theory of ,

self. We do not haVe anytling approximating, the model essay'-by
P ul palte. s on the life 'span devel9pmnt of medsdred-,intelligence

4 . t l,.
There are promisin fragments along the.life pdth ---.fox

instance, in childhood henries about personal capability. We know
"fibm Berscheidand'Weaster'sreview of research on physical r

attractiveness that:four-vsar.olds have develdi1ed a theory of where
they "Stand on -a beauty-ugliness' dimension,; and that their ranking"
of themselves and their peers- correrafe" significantly wi.th . .
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independent ad14C ratings oYpictAres. And, davId A.. GoslIn has ,
shown ns- t'hAt'elementary school chtldren haVe'a good. idea ,of where

.

,they *,fit In ,their schoolYchts4room.on the characteristics .of --

'Intelligende, wit] .that. theirself-rankingAlaswell as others in..the
4assiroom are accurate for the most: part::.But.these erg not tted,to
7later,parts o. the life,Course; there is'iro real follow. through here..toxhe .later years .:. ,,, s/

,
... ...', ..

4
.

\ i!nuts .the three examples l.npW,subm,it,ta you. are brieand4 s ',

sketchy necessarily so.because,we 4o not 'have the -- facts' t,o fill
I ,C. / V' them but in detail. ..

\ - 0..

-- o . '.

I

, - ,

'.- '

1. -Theoriee ol\lersonal Contrcl 4

.5" C e. ..e.',' -,4
1 willpass over this brieflx because a recencpaper:of min

"'.on this topi.sc is .known to; many of the Americans' here. -'But since it
Qis 0...prtarOcattive i'llustratiop-- of 'what we should -.look for,.. end,

-.-build,on, I dO.went to mention it. Essentially it),-dea/.4*th what
ViSreferred 0 as ,"internal vs. externaa sense of'contio14" that is,
whether oneg'saysthat he or some other force,it: the ,determining 'rectorin, the ottnome:pfsomegevent.2-TWe itemsquoted'earlier, eng..."When":

:I make plins,,,I am almpet:certain I cam.make.them worlr." are:from,.
ij scales me&suring :thlis'pereonal belief. :.- .

a .

° ... I. ..

s \

.
,.

I,
-

. . .r, ,
The r levant,.data.arw,crOss*OctIonal,.notlongitudinal, .

hence sqbject'VO donbt, bUt theyere impressive.''
.

.

-. -5\ \
4., -,-ME ere lackinz:AescripefOns of infancyc,and/early childhood 4--41(

.' of-those first conftontetions with rie4lity in which the early eVague
sense of omnipotence begins toab.eo.chedlted,°-and the process b,$ .which
this .infantile sense of personal control is correvted by experience;,

.

and anthropomorp)hismiS replaced by n'valid, pragmatic, .and growling 4
.belief in one's con,trol over hit life. But even eo,%while.there'

.is not much to go on, it does.sappear that during the life span eegment
froti,arundage% five,Fi six to -tife midlife period, changes in-the

sense of, personal -control' correspond- in a common sense Way.,tla the
realities of life, namely, an incretse from 'Early childh, up'
through the adolescent expanS'ion --- thefeeling of'great po r,,.; of

: "I cannot fail'' ---.thrZugh the ,next, several decades of matte yof
the key tasks *of life "f-:- apd then the inversion point and the°4

controlgradual erosion. of the .sense of ontrol during the later years. ..

Some good research (,61;7) shows increases'in
,,. .

the Sense of personal control .frost first to tenth grade, vd-frOm
. fourth t'o tenth_grade; one arge natibna, surveyzat 'atti des dembn-

, i strates%increases of -d sub tantial nature in t f-he sense of personal
dantrbl;frqm tenth to tv fth grades', and across all social class'
group's. Then, from age tvienty4on the data from dhe unpublished \

.-atu67 by the Gurins shows alsteady increase by decades to age ffty:t
BUt,then; from age fifty on, there is a near decrease in reporseci-

..sente of person;a1 control' through, age 9seventy and o'er. And in ;
supp,ort.it,David Gutmanh's Cross-cultural work showing that adult

. .,males froth about fifty-five on s'top seeing the world as something
4s.,
1.'
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I
,Athat ,can be conquered; And begi'n to.regard,their proble. ms as beydred:

. .

. .

.their own or any ather.human't colt:01,,, ay
0 °\--., 7t ...

.
6The material; On s, '

sociiiedonomic 4tathe-and race
diefferenos in the sensetof poweileseness°and latsliem'is one;

...

°themost stable, subetantiglfindings; of .United States SCiology
the patt fifteen years. The facts,arethdt looter class, `leattloc,_

.

and black memb'eredof-eociety on ehe-"tverage,are lower iii thee , .

.

sense .of _sod that each4ef these . sub=gr?up J

. .

charetcte?istics maket an indePendeAt contribution t,p the 4i4, erenCe. 7.'`-'

In part this refl'Ats.the realitiesof life --- 'ref say that.ons:'S*
'

personal theory, is in .accord with ihejacts of his or her'-life---
' bUYOfcourSe Alga in pa,rtshowe the.cultur.elly detyrmined
content in self-theories,'. ''Que sera, - sera.. I .

tI. ' '- .- - ft *.ol
V. thacrie of Future Carverr AchIsVements

K .
,N

, .
. . .2..

For men es ecially, work outside the home takeethe'largest.
.

. single percentwg of one.s Faking hors and:pciwerfully.influehbe4
the development-'and chtfige ih IiiSny.aspeete of. selfe4teem in:. '\°

*

life ---,-Oto .be 'valued by others who matter,..tpr feel in eontfol of
one'.s life coUree,to belleve that 'one it distinctive,'uniqbe.even,

, 4... thatone counts fc4\stmething special in the coMmon-pi4griMage of
an; t6 sense personaltgrowth en4 development so that one is settle-

/ ''7,,, thing more.thdn as of a ago --- the pursuit of other_ ..-

gleMeneSi theehe euMmary, sense of self- esteem pervades the work, of Most
,,men;7NOt surprisingly much.of one's theory about the self in rela

tion-.to the world.:beare on one's occupational "life. ob .

4.

C* ;It'is true, 'law, that studies of'ocaup.ational choice, related
to personal an4 soCial. characteristics, exist in large humber.
Indeed, studies of occupational, Choice have been 'made of quite
yoifng children; where the resp nees-'of almOsC ally of them make
clear that any realism in the'c oice,;:thatgis, the infusion of any
sense of what... 1n occupation might -mean, is'clkSrly abseni: Unrealistic

. high'career aspirations also 'spring from the_emphasi.s'in American
-.aculture on achievement or-upward social mobility among certain'

4 .youth who are T enough to know somethill,,a8out careers, but come
,

* from deprived,Cltural backgrounds, ,where their Fives are cutF:off ,

froM realistic information: -t.*,.
-

1 . '

. .
J

y rRfrcognize also,-that in the poet tw.o decades, vocational guidance
and occupy -&donal counsekLing dUpingthe.adolescent age 'pe:ri,od has.had

°. the effect of hrihking career choices more in line with.s`efenfilic.
appraiSals of one's capacities, as shown in the work Qif ..Tohn

Flannfigan at American Institutes of°esearch and of David Armcur Of
Rand

.

in his study of school gUldance couneeling. .
.

*,
, -r'

.

,. °
Most of-this work is on occ4pationalchoice..,ThereAs in,

contrast, no work approaching,it inquality and scope en level of
aspirati'bn within a given car.eer, once it, h4 e. been chosen or one.*
has drifted into it. Nevertheless., it. seems highly likely that the
characte ristics of occupational choice, in- so far as aspiration

e
.
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is concerned and its unrealistic or fantasy elements are involved,
would have a direct parallel in tNe aspirations one sets for oneself

. within a career; or, as T would.saY, one's theories of future
J possible achievements. Thus progression. from early age on into the

career might well be characterized by.an:increase in realism about (."-`'
whaOs possible for one, anV a steady lowering of aspirations to
correspond to the gradual foreclosing'of.reality.

,

.

-,

keaearch',now in prOgress (V.) will plot. career trajectories
or career curves relating, achievementAn an.occupation to
chronological age or length 151 timein the occupation. Tbe
criteria of achievement may be income, age of greatest productivity,
age Sf best work-, or; the- amount_ of prestige,, or poWer,,' accorded
A person. There may be sets-Of _curves for the different criteria
for a given occupation, and also comparisons of .curves across
occupations for 'a given criteria such 4s income. Currently, though,
;we do not know if the variance within.each of these is too great

. .

to make it possible to generalize.

But we can speculate that there is the,gradualand-sometimes
rather abrupt, tecOnciliation of the gap between career aspirations
.and likely achievement during the mid-life period. This is well

. represented in fiction and also in theories on the:stresses of the
mid-life Wperiod from William Jates," Buhler, Kuhlen, Butler, -Slotkin,
.end others. The fact seems to. be that the mid-life male eventually
5-1mulst alter his vieWsiof himself and what he can eChieve in his
career; that the day,of reckoning finally arrives as time begins to
run out and the career.trajectory_has flattened out, that one is
as high as he will 'ejier go, and that his self theory changes in
accord with this experience.

Social class differences must exist by virtue of relationship
to types of 'occupations with different career.trajectories, but
these remain unexplored. We can see that'the blue - collar worker in
industry ten4s to top. out earlier, say in thAetid-thirties, and
the white'coilar corporate executive somewhat later, say by forty-
five or so. This brings their theories about their own achievement
possibilities under stress, under needfor revision, at different
ages, possibly tying in with the sociological datum4that
blue collar workers start friequenting.the taverns in their mid- and
late thirties, and the executives start. the three-martini luncheon'
in their forties.

3. Theories About Change in Oneself

Every person must have as a component of the self theory some
hypotheses about the kind of person he can become in future time,
and hence must have a theory of the possibility of personal change:
He would draw heavily on his culture --- which has its own theories
of human nature,, in the form of science, myth, and legend and
religious belief, and specifically has a theory about the p&ssi-
bility of changing human nature-7- I would even say this is a
cultural universal, in the same sense that theories about life
after death or the origin OCUB must exist in every culture.
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One. might hav'e lived in Greece in 'the centuries.B.C. when mythology
and, legend said that all things are mutable; that anything can become
something else, and probably is in the proces's of doing so; or, in
sharp contrast, live in a Calvinist world in which predestination
-for heaven cfr hell could not be altered.by,one's acts, whatever they
might --'be. And Calvinism stands as the bridge, from the Judaic tra-
dition to. the modern Protestant sects whichThelive in the possi-
bility of human improvement, viz: "I wish- I couidllive lomgerp
because then I could be perfect by the "termer I die."

Our knowle#ge.about whethei American people think they can
change., or not, i0parse. 'Ipresent some illustrative data relating
to,intelligence, frdt two national surveys of American high-ss,chool
studentslattit'udes and beliefs about intelligence.. One set of
survey .questions concerned beliefs about the stabilit of one's'

.intelligence over time. More than four - fifths of t)4 adolescent
'popuiatiOn'believed that intelligence continues to inc ease
ehroughOut life. A related question: "given the best onditions. of
diet, education, intellectual, gtimulation, exc., it i possible for
-an average Person to raise his intelligence test at most
by ---" showed that some two fifths say about.10J, rcent, an
additional one quarter go high as 20 percent and still another
one quarter believe a 25-50 percent increase ae 'possible. A third
question was whether they think their own scores on intelligence
teses have stayed the same, or changed. ,About,one half say they
have remainedthe sante; and the other one half say scores have
risen during the past two or three years. A fourth question, about
the future, shows same 70 percent of the resOorkdents saying that they
will be higher or much higher in intelligence in ten years. All
in call, we get a portrait of this age grou's belief in the ,

fluidity and upgrading of intelligences in years to come.

However, there are significant social group differences in
these theories: those adolescents who see intelligence as continuing
to increase, throughout life are more often from lower class back-

-7-4

grounds, more often females, more often white than'black,,and
more often Protestant "and catholic than Jew4.sh. I ask you now:
What kind of experience up to this age of siiteen or so, what kind
of cultural background; what kind of cultural rhetoric or pioverbs
produce these differences in theories about the=changeability of
intelligence over life?

In child development the work that'is particUlarly relevant --r
on.object fixation --- includes studies of children froth five to seven
showing at. this ag(i boys still believe that, they can be mothers .

when they grow up and children believe that they.can be black or

white when they 'pit older. Later the realization comes that one
cannotchange color.or.change.sex, and it is reminiscent of those many
children who,fall from second story windows while trying to.fly
after reading---- or seeing --- Peter Pan. The child starts dolin

the path of a life time 'of "ontogenetiC disappointments,7 as my
colleague Carol Ryff has put it, and one's-theories. about the" changes
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that are open to the self swing from optimism to pessimism.

But, in opposition, therp is ars° great satisfaction from thee
sense of continuity, allaying fear that -one is being altered or
coming to pieces. Consider the following from Epstein. (3,p.405)

"This 'is well illustrated in thq following
description by. Lauretta Bender (1950) of the
reactions ofa schizophrenic girl on meeting
her psychistist: Ruth, a five year old,
.approached the psychiatrist,with''Are you
the bogey man? Are you going to fight my
mother? ,gre you the same mother? Are you the
same - father? Are.cyou, going-to!be another
mothr?' and finally scfeaming in terror, 'I
am afraid I am going to be lomeone else.'"

a.

The "ontogenetic disappointments" probably lead to the develop-
ment of legends and myths sbout human mutability; but Also,'one
of their functions is to c'aXm the fears of personal disintegration'
which otherwise might.destroy,one. With a colleague,. Charlotte
Darrow, I am.compiling a collection and interpretation of these great j
legends of hpman metamorphosib, primarily, In wesern-culture. This
includes the classics Faust;'Jekyll and Hyde; Samsod Agonistes;
Paul, on the road to. Damascus as well as many modern selections
from such as Thurber, Kaffka and Philip Roth. We' examine h-ese

,--first in terms of causal agent, e.g. hiochemital,°mAgicai, possession
by spirits or gods; and secondly by the cOntent'of the legendary
change, for'instance,' in, body, in mind, in personality. We then
consider in turn, such matters' as whether the change'is voluntary
or not, its abruptness or radicalness, and most significantly, whether
'it is permanent or reversible. Manifest throughout'ib man's hunger
to foresee and td' transform his personal future, while'at.the
same time he exhibits his terror of forces beyond him. The treasured
stories and legends about metamorphosis in.children --- for example,
P"innochio ---'are especially poignant because they engage children's
fascination with possible transformation of self, and realization
of the, life history constraints .they faCe in the continuity' of who
they are now.%

0

VI. Setting the Research Agenda
- . \Jf

What I, would like to see is a development of a research mgenda 0..

4,fi
to get, us f ther down the road on creating this part of human develop-
ment theo , which deals with the life course, with the continuity_.-
snd change in components of one's theories about oneself - -- and
how'thig varies among cultural groups.

./
Think of a grid which intersects age and topic;'which includes

components of self theories moving through the experiences of the
life span., The grid should include a topics both content of the
self theory, however classified --- o better, employing multiple
classifications simultaneously --- and,also include the Meta-
characteristics of the theory of self. We could examine the
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life-course trajectory,of any one of these components, these modules
of self theory;' and we could look across the grid at any age for the
developmental profile of the-child, or adolescent, or mid-life
male or females' theory about him or'her pelf.

To illustrate, we might look acrook,3 the dcvelopmental profile
during the period age forty to fifty for United States' males
and thus gain come perspective on the "male mid-life crisis."
We know a number of self-theory changes are required in this decade --
"developmental tasks," we could say --n in regard to declining
personal control, to shifting beliefs about one's body capacities,

oto changing hypotheses about one's future achievements --- changes
which if demanded too rapidly', or simultaneously, yield a crisis
in one's theOry about wIo he is. (10)

/

But thisis dreaming at the present time, for the open
question is whether or. not these life ppan development charts of
aspects of self theory would show any°paetern over time, would really
have enough similarity across individuals to be able to generalize
about life history. PC-rhaps even after getting the most-significant.
and sophisticated concepts describing man's self theories, the ex-
pe'riences through the life span still consist primarily of Idio4-
syncratic ups and downs so that while change clearly occurs, it is
fo.rever unpredictable. We shall find out as we move forward in
our life span developmental theory of-ople's theories of
themselves.
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